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Introduction
Stress can be defined as the continuous struggle of living organisms to preserve an internal dynamic
state of equilibrium (homeostasis)1. Any factor, being either physical, psychosocial or emotional, that
challenges homeostasis, is labelled as a stressor1. Severe and long-term stress2-4 is an established
lifestyle factor of utmost importance to maintain chronic pain across the lifespan. Likewise, stress is a
crucial player in the cancer process, including allowing the immune system to function appropriately.
Many people suffering from chronic pain as well as cancer survivors have dysfunctional physiological
stress response systems5-11, including both the short- (i.e. sympathetic nervous system) and long-term
stress response systems (i.e. hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis). Clinically this manifests as
intolerance to stress during daily life in cancer survivors and people with chronic pain12.
Hence, stress management should also be incorporated in a multimodal approach for cancer survivors
and people having chronic pain and difficulties coping with everyday stressors, a notion that is
supported by available evidence13,14. Stress management should incorporate acknowledgement that
inherent stress response systems may not be functioning properly, and that external assistance is
required in order to cope better with everyday stressors. Adherence to a stress management program
can be an issue. If the illness perception regarding the role of stress is adopted properly, and if the
subject can see how the outlined approaches can assist or strengthen the stress response system,
improved adherence with stress self-management interventions might be achievable. All these issues
will be addressed in this course day.
Learning objectives:
At the end of the course, participants will be able to:
1. Understand the crucial role of stress (intolerance) in people having persistent pain, cancer
survivors and musculoskeletal health care problems.
2. Recognize stress intolerance in their patients.
3. Recognize the factors contributing to stress (intolerance) in their patients.
4. Apply evidence-based stress management with their patients.
5. Integrate stressmanagement into the comprehensive treatment program for patients having
chronic pain, musculoskeletal problems and cancer survivors.
Content:
08.30 Introduction
09.15 The neurobiology of stress in patients having stress intolerance: a matter of maladaptive
changes in the mind, body & brain

11.00 Coffee-break
11.15 Clinical approach to stress management for patients having stress intolerance:
- stepwise approach
- skills training of clinical reasoning skills, including assessment and identification of patients
in need for stress management
13.00 Light lunch
14.00 Skills training stress management part 1, including demonstration, case studies and practicing
15.30 Coffee break
15.45 Skills training stress management part 2, including demonstration, case studies and practicing
17.30 End of day

Educational modes:
The course content will be delivered through a mixture of methods to optimize multi-faceted
knowledge transfer, designed to address local barriers to knowledge translation, in line with current
best-evidence approach in improving evidence-based practice / clinical practice guideline uptake
among therapists15, including:
- interactive lectures
- demonstrations
- didactic sessions
- practical skills training:
- motivational communication strategies to facilitate the use of stress self-management
approaches
- stress management skills
- illustrations
- discussion and feedback sessions addressing clinical reasoning skills
- case studies
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